OCR result are not always 100% correct. But they must be right in linguistic corpora, literary research, republishing, and other digital humanities.

Manual work is tedious. But some OCR editing can be fun, educating, and rewarding.

Our OCR editor crowdsources correction work among students, fellow researchers, citizen scientists, etc.

“Students used to complain that the course of literary old Finnish was difficult, boring, and useless.

OCR editing by students yielded high motivation and great learning results.”

---

OCR Editor is an editor for ALTO XML files. ALTO is supported by most OCR software. It contains the characters, language and coordinate attributes for each word, as well as basic layout of sentences and paragraphs. It also may include customized editing marks.

The Python back-end of the OCR Editor manages documents and serves them to the editor. It also handles revisions, as well as user accounts and authorization management.

The OCR Editor web user interface (JavaScript) maps ALTO XML attributes to words on a web page. Users can correct errors side by side with the image, and edit meta-attributes.

To start a project, scanned images and ALTO files are imported into the system. JPG and thumbnails for the web interface are created.

An administrator supervises a collection and grants editing rights to collections or documents.

What we do with the OCR Editor:

- We produce linguistic corpora. We work with Soviet publications from 1920s and 1930s in Finno-Ugric languages, such as Veps, Erzya and Moksha. We also work with literary monuments of Finnish.
- We produce texts suitable for critical study and republishing, such as 19th century works of Finnish prose and poetry.
- We publish the results in Dspace.
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